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Abstracts
Title of Research paper:

The Study of Shipbroking Consolidation
and the Enlightenment to Chinese shipbrokers

Degree:

Similar with other shipping companies all over the world, Chinese ship brokering
firms are facing great challenge, their business volume shrinks sharply, which is
deviated with the target of shipping development for China. However, the
question of how to survive and keep developing successfully is becoming a crucial
matter for each brokering firm as the shipping market no matter dry bulk or
tanker or container are all experienced historical slow period. A variety of options
have been identified which may lead to brokering firms development target. One
of the options is taking merge and acquisition which is line with the most
important economy theory of shipping market, economics of scale. In this
dissertation, the issue of merge and acquisition of ship Broking Company is
discussed through analyzing pre-status, current status and future of two
important cases, Clarkson with RS Platou and Braemar and ACM. Based on these
combined with status of Chinese ship brokering companies, a series of suggestion
is put forward so as to provide some direction and references for successful
development of Chinese ship broking companies.

KEYWORDS: Ship broking, shipbrokers Merge and Acquisition, operation status,
economics of scale, Clarkson and RS Platou, Braemar and ACM Shipping
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Chapter 1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE DISSERTATION
Background
Nowadays, Merger and Acquisition of shipping companies are always mentioned in
media, which covers nearly all aspects of shipping industry. The shipping market
changed a lot last few years and experienced historically slow period, especially the
dry bulk market, which urges shipping market to seek method to survive and develop.
Meanwhile, increased ship size is getting trend that raises the competition level, for
example, main trading routes are all covered by larger ships, likely 18000-19000 teu
tonnages. Furthermore, in terms of Chinese shipping companies, they are
encountering many opportunities and challenges, such as the belt and road and
target of international shipping center construction.
Cambridge Capital Acquisition Corporation and privately-held tanker owner Parakou
Tankers, Inc. have entered into a merger agreement. The deal stipulates that Parakou
will become a publicly listed company through a merger transaction with Cambridge.
As of December 2, 2014, Parakou’s fleet consists of eight 51,000 deadweight ton MR
product tankers, which were transferred in July 2014 from Parakou (International)
Limited,
a Hong-Kong
based
shipping
firm
founded
in
1985.(www.worldmaritimenews.com, 2015)
Dry bulk specialists Genco Shipping & Trading Limited and Baltic Trading Limited had
completed their merger on July 17, 2015, in which Genco acquired Baltic Trading in a
stock-for-stock transaction.
On 4th May 2016, the European Commission had cleared the proposed acquisition of
Singapore’s Neptune Oriental Lines (NOL) and CMA CGM, which is the largest
consolidation move in the history of the container shipping industry, based on the
size of the fleet operated by the acquired company. (www.globaltrademag.com,
2016)
China Merchants Group’s acquisition of Sinotrans & CSC Holdings Co has received
official clearance from the Chinese government, the state asset regulator said on
Tuesday.
The European Commission has approved a chemical tanker merger between
the Marshall Islands-based Borealis Maritime and Danish tanker operator Nordic
Tankers. (2016)
The Finnish manufacturer of cranes Konecranes Plc. could soon complete the
acquisition of Terex Corporation’s Material Handling & Port Solutions (MHPS)
segment as China’s Zoomlion Heavy Industries Science & Technology decided

to terminate its merger plans with Terex (2016)
After it delivered stronger earnings through its merger with ACM Shipping which
formed Braemar ACM Shipbroking, the UK-based Braemar Shipping Services plc.
secured new financing arrangements of up to GBP 30 million (USD 43.5 million) with
British bank company HSBC for future merger and acquisition activities.
(Worldmaritimenews, 2016)

Existing problem
Below is summarized as the existing problem for study of Shipbroking consolidation.
1) Lack of research on economics principle illustrating the important role played by
shipbrokers in ocean transportation chain.
2) Lack of research on benefit arisen from international shipbrokers M&A.
3) Lack of research on Chinese shipbrokers situation, especially their operating
status and development circumstances (Fang Zhou, Cai Zhiqiang, 2015), in my
article, I will analyze case of Chinica Shipbroker and Ocean Robin Shipbroker to
illustrate the status of Chinese dry bulk shipbrokers.

Furthermore, from above mentioned cases of global shipping companies’
consolidation, we may notice that there are not any cases relating to Chinese
Shipbroking industry, in other words, it seems that Chinese shipbrokers companies
are under good operation. However, in fact, Chinese Shipbroking industry is shocked
much more severely than others by subprime crisis happened in 2008.

Purpose of this dissertation
1) Shipbrokers actively conduct various intermediary activities between shipowners
and charterers. They play an extremely vital role as providing the specialized
consultation opinion, transmitting chartering information, completing the
transaction smoothly, and facilitating the conclusion of chartering contracts.
There will be a section to refute the opinion of diminish of shipbrokers. (why
Clarkson as leading shipbrokers is capable to exist 132 years till now and her
influence to shipping is getting stronger, Lloyd list)
2) The development of shipbrokers constitutes essential element for shanghai to be
an international shipping center, which is in line with Chinese government

policies. Compared with the global shipping center, London, shanghai has great
room to build herself shipbrokers system.
3) Generally, there are many scholars spend great time to investigate the shipping
lines M&A, however, I’m going to write this paper to draw people’s attention with
the construction of ‘soft environment’.

Shipping as derivative of international trade whose development is affected by
seaborne trade. Shipping is a business that grew up with the world economy,
exploring and exploiting the ebb and flow of trade. (Martin Stopford, 2009) China as
locomotive of international seaborne trade has not made it available her ship
brokering industry developed greatly. We take Baltic Exchange Dry Bulk penal list
brokers as an example.
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(1 Chinese of total 15)

Supramax
(1 Chinese of total 11)
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(Table 1-1 Baltic Exchange Penallists. Resource: www.balticexhange.com, 2015)

The real situation is even worse, ship broking firms as part of shipping service section
are shocked greatly by the subprime crisis happened in 2008. Chinese ship brokering
business shrank sharply, which is deviated with the target of shipping

developmentfor China. What we have seen of Chinese ship brokering company is
their business shrink, likely, fixture volume, broker employees and so on. Currently, it
is argued that, with the development of E-commerce, ship brokering firms are losing
their value to the shipping market. Giant Chinese company like COSCO adopts policy
of broker usage limitation which frustrates the growth of Chinese ship brokering
industry.
However, we have to investigate what kind of methods these international
experienced companies do to overcome the crisis because each companyhas to seek
out methods to survive and anticipate future development. And the question of how
to achieve the target of survival is becoming a prevailing topic all over the market. As
per the unique feature of shipping market and its development history, Merge and
Acquisition is becoming to the optimal option, which includes vertical and horizontal
consolidation. It is quite easy to take example of such kind of consolidation, such as
Cosco merged with China Shipping leading to the 3rd biggest liner company, Euro
Union had just released approval with CMA merged NOL, leading ship brokering
company, Clarkson merged with RS Platou, Braemar acquired with ACM, it is
predicated that more and more Merge and Acquisition will occur in future.
Shipbroking is a financial service, which forms part of the global shipping industry.
Shipbrokers are specialist intermediaries/negotiators (i.e. brokers) between
shipowners and charterers who use ships to transportcargo, or between buyers and
sellers of vessels. (Wikipedia)
Clarkson, the world’s largest shipbroker, acquired RS Platou, a major
Norwegian-based rival which also controls a significant operation in the UK. Icap and
Howe Robinson, both are major shipbrokers, merged in 2015 (theguardian,2015)
However, why I am going to write this paper to discuss the consolidation of ship
brokering companies and what enlightenment we may achieve to Chinese
shipbrokers?
Hereby I will do research of Shipbroking consolidation and the enlightenment to
Chinese shipbrokers with the method of case study and comparison between global
leading shipbrokers and Chinese shipbrokers, which includes below details:
Annual revenue, market share, network construction, employees retaining system,
strategy reconstruction, business structure, internal and external training system,
internal organization growth

Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW

Shipbroking is a financial service, which forms part of the global shipping industry.
Shipbrokers are specialist intermediaries/negotiators (i.e. brokers) between
shipowners and charterers who use ships to transportcargo, or between buyers and
sellers of vessels. (Wikipedia)
Due to Subprime Crisis happened in 2008, it is well known that shipping is strongly
correlative to world economy, shipping market had experienced huge change, for
instance, the symbolic BDI from historical peak about 11000 to less than 300.
Shipbrokers, as one of important sector of ocean transportation chain, faced
subsistence crisis and thus leading shipbrokers chose to make consolidation with
other shipbrokers. Clarkson, the world’s largest shipbroker, acquired RS Platou, a
major Norwegian-based rival which also controls a significant operation in the UK.
Icap and Howe Robinson, both are major shipbrokers, merged in 2015. (theguardian,
2015)
As far as Chinese shipbrokers are concerned, shipbrokers culture was just
accumulated since 30 years ago and their business model is monotonous, briefly dry
bulk. Their business situation had been ruined severely by subprime crisis, which is
biased with the target of development of international shipping center.
Hence, Chinese shipbrokers may receive benefit from study of international
shipbroker consolidation.

Research Status
1) The aboard research on shipbrokers industry and shipbrokers M&A.
There are very few papers discussing shipbroker M&A. However, some scholars
discussed commission arrangement, Tvedt (1997). Hanish and Bould (1996),
Grieg (1997), are work on business history. Gorton et al (1995) discussed
shipbroking and chartering at the economic and efficiency aspects of shipbroker
as an intermediary. SiriPettersen (2000), discussed the shipbroking function and
market efficiency.
2) The domestic research on shipbrokers and shipbrokers M&A.
There are few articles discussing shipbrokers M&A. Some is referring legal
position, such as Chen Binjie (2007), expatiated some problems in the practice,

especially in the fields of the shipping brokers’ rights and obligations. Some is
referring policies of developing shipbrokers and standardized management, Hu
Zhengliang (2011). Some is referring develop strategy of Chinese shipping broker
industry basis SWOT analysis, Yang Qi (2015).

Supporting theory and conclusion may achieve
Intermediation Theory and Agency Theory to be applied in the analysis of role played
by shipbrokers in ocean transportation industry to emphasis its importance.
The comparison of Market Makers, Matchmaker, Specialists, Dealers

Strategic network

Dynamic network

Entrepreneurial network: Economizing on information cost

Social Network
(Figure 2-1 Network Structure)

Summary
1) Services differentiation, scale of economics, diversified talent staff, larger market
share (conclusion by Lloyd list)
2) Establishment of global networks
3) Improvement of transparency, fixture disclose, balance sheet, to gain reliability
from principal
4) Legal supervision from government, and standardized management
5) Staff training and incentive system

Chapter 3 THE ANALYSIS OF INTERNATIONAL SHIPBROKING
CONSOLIDATION
3.1 Analysis of importance of shipbrokers in ocean transportation
industry
Once we intend to study the important role played by shipbrokers in the
transportation chain, market microstructure and intermediation theory should be
put at priority position.
Following (Spulber,1996a), there are at least three types of individuals acting on a
market: customers (buyers), market takers (sellers, suppliers or producers) and
market makers (specialists, dealers, merchants or marketers). From this kind of
classification, shipping market include three types of players, Charterers, Owners,
Operators. Market takers (Operator/Broker) take price signals and market institution
as provided, whereas market makers create and/or run markets either as ﬁrms
setting prices in a given market institution or being itself the market institution by
coordinating transactions between all participants of a particular market.
Furthermore, they always take title on goods and/or services bought in from their
suppliers and resell them to their customers, but Brokers have never involved taking
title on good and/or services. Doing like this, they make a bargain out of the bidding
process. These intermediaries are always named as specialists or dealers on ﬁnancial
markets and operate as marketers or merchants like retailers. However, apart from
this simple price establishment and intermediate trading function in double
relationships between both sides of the market, market makers provide even more
service to market.
Considering real trading markets, it is more reasonable to assume, that buyers and
sellers always processes imperfect information regarding location, reservation prices
and the preferences of their potential transaction counterparty. The unknown
location of potential transaction counterparty implies that sellers together with
buyers must invest search works aiming to look for each other. This search process
then comes along with two sources of inefﬁciency.
The ﬁrst source is an uncertainty regarding seeking a satisfactory match that can be
split into two parts: firstly, the uncertainty regarding seeking a transaction
counterparties; secondly, supposing that such a transaction counterparty is found,
the uncertainty regarding the buyer’s reservation price, such as his willingness to pay,
is above the seller’s reservation price, such as his opportunities cost, and bargaining
between them results in an agreement. The second source of inefﬁciency
accompanied with such a search process is externalities involved therein. It is quite
clear that an increase in seller’s search works might increase buyer’s gains from

search, vice versa, leading to positive externalities.
If potential transaction counterparties do not take these positive externalities into
account during choosing their personal search effort, there will be too little or too
much search, depending on the magnitude of these opposing externality effects.
Furthermore, such search economies might exhibit multiple equilibrium, where
pareto-dominated could occur leading to a so-called coordination failure
(Hans-Joachim Schramm, 2012)
Introducing now matchmakers, always called “brokers” as mentioned in last
paragraph in such a search market to coordinate market transactions by matching
sellers and buyers might alleviate some if not all of these above mentioned market
inefﬁciencies. Moreover, matchmakers reduce at the same time transaction costs for
buyers and sellers by centralizing exchange, because they are not only engaged in
matching one but many transactions at the same time.
Many forms of such matchmaking intermediaries exist in real-economy markets
focused on stocks, real estate, insurance, labor force, travel and tourism, marriage
and dating, transportation and so on. The very difference between them and the
market makers already discussed before is, that they all just match buyers and sellers
in triadic relationships without taking title on goods or services being traded.
Furthermore, they get a commission for their matching service, whose source and
amount depends on the market institution or results from bilateral agreements
closed in advance Remarkably, all these matchmakers have always to compete with
decentralized search and bargaining of goods and/or services, where suppliers and
customers try to ﬁnd each other and negotiate prices directly.
Coming to the shipping market, Shipbrokers actively conduct various intermediary
activities between shipowners and charterers. They play an extremely vital role as
providing the specialized consultation opinion, transmitting chartering information,
completing the transaction smoothly, and facilitating the conclusion of chartering
contracts. There will be a section to refute the opinion of diminish of shipbrokers.
Shipbrokers do the job of searching, matching and providing assistance in the
bargaining process between their principals (Gorton, Hillenius, Ihre, Sandevarn,
2004). Another important content of their job is taking care of formalities in the
contract, for example, NYPE 46 or GENCON 94 terms negotiation.
Shipbrokers will charge a commission as their works compensation, always an agreed
percentage of charter hire or freight rate. Based on their wide network of contracts
in the market and their knowledge regarding the operations of shipowners and
charterers (market taker), Shipbrokers search for potential counterparties both in
freight market and tonnage market. By matching suppliers and consumers,
shipbrokers exploit their knowledge of business operation to find suitable
counterparties to a deal.

In practice, it is argued that the search function of shipbrokers seems to be shade as
shipowners firms, cargo owners are always setting up their own homepages with
information of their operation. However, compared with Internet based information,
shipbrokers represent an independent opinion on the quality of the product or
service offered with their assessment. Thus, it is a respect of risk management for
involved parties and shipbrokers’ expertise still entails considerable value added.
Due to the frequent presence in the market than the average shipowners, charterers,
shipbrokers are capable to invest profitably in establishing and updating their
network and their general knowledge of the shipping markets. We take an example
of long front haul of iron ore shipment from Brazil to China, such fixture takes more
than two months. Hence, the shipowner offers his tonnage in the spot market on
average up to six times per year. As a consequence, only the larger shipping firms will
be in the market as frequently as the average shipbrokers. Furthermore, because
most shipowners tend to time-charter at least some their vessels, their presence in
the market could be even scarce.
Based on previous contracts, shipbrokers may assess a shipowner’s cost structure
and thereby his reservation prices precisely, which accelerates the process towards
an agreement by avoiding time lost and effort on less probable matches. Shipbrokers
may induce more efficient bargains by suggesting a more relevant initial price
eventually agreed upon by the counterparts to the transaction.
Besides above mentioned function of shipbrokers, another important function
should be discussed here, counterparty risk control. Shipbrokers are capable to
reduce principals’ risk by matching suitable counterparty, since this might improve
the chance of contractual performance. In order to secure the performance of
contract, by fixing through a broker, the cost of securing performance are reduced
due to shipbrokers’ experience from similar contract set up previously.
Nowadays, it is generally agreed that the party who controls the information or say
mega data will be winner of future. As far as shipping market is concerned, it’s no
doubt that shipbrokers control the information and thus provide value added
services to their principals. Shipbrokers is more frequent in the market will have a
better return on information collecting and analyzing than their principals because
such information may be used as a basis for more business, in other words,
shipbrokers rely on the information to generate their income. Principals only enter
the market once they want counterparty. These economies in information collecting
indicate a significant benchmark for the value added in shipbroking. The information
that shipbrokers possess on principals and on spot prices could strengthen their
knowledge of the market.

Heavy investment is always made by shipbrokers in research departments to collect
knowledge on the market status and business cycles. Apparently, they have wider
and deeper knowledge of the spot and forward market level than most principals.
Their valuable experience may help them evaluate new information better and thus
improve the efficiency of their searching, matching and bargaining activities. Leading
shipbrokers have the ability to create new business opportunities in the shipping
market by information combination.
In order to draw the whole picture, it is necessary to distinguish two main types of
information that shipbrokers offer: (1) principals’ capacity and availability and (2)
expert knowledge on spot and forward market situation. Capacity and availability
implies that shipbrokers establish a virtual market position for shipping services
based on their network. The wider the network, the faster the shipbrokers could find
the most suitable match. On the other hand, the expertise function indicates
experience and assessment.
Overall, shipbrokers are used extensively in shipping industry; typically they play the
role as intermediaries matching sellers and buyers of tonnages or transport service.
Shipbrokers’ function could be summarized following

Extensive networkMarket
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Shipbroker

researchInformation share

of business operation
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• Protential
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Searching
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(Figure 3-1 Shipbrokers Activity, Sources and Functions)
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3.2 Analysis of the driven factors of international shipbroking
consolidation
Several factors are influencing merger and acquisition (M&A) activity. Achieving
economies of scale, broadening geographic market coverage, and more effectively
competing have helped to create a flurry of acquisitions in the marketplace.
There are several strategic drivers or reasons why you would want to get involved in
an M&A, according to Mark N. Clemente and David S. Greenspan, authors of the
book Winning at Mergers and Acquisitions: The Guide to Market Focused Planning
and Integration (Tom East, 2012). These are:

- Effecting organizational growth
- Increasing market share
- Gaining entry into new markets
- Obtaining products
- Keeping pace with change
- Strengthening the networks

Effecting organizational growth: Always, CEO holds the opportunity to increase
their business scope by becoming bigger, which usually increases liquidity and way to
capital and broadens brand names in additional markets. The achievement of the
strategic advantage of volume is capable to strengthen financial fulfillment through
leveraging economies of scale. However, once combined with other strategic
synergies, the advantage of volume is capable to act as a means of increased market
share, and new market presence that can construct a distinct competitive advantage.
As discussed in section 1, although shipping is experiencing great challenge,
opportunities are always borne in crisis. Hence, we can say that the first significant
driven factor for shipbrokering firms’ consolidation is organization growth.
Apparently, in every M&A, the immediate hope is to increase the company’s volume.
However, any decision of M&A should be careful with the rule that, once duplication
in operations is eliminated, workforces downsized, the new company may not
necessarily be bigger.
Increasing market share: In order to increase market share requires grabbing
already established customer loyalty from competitors and then building on it to
enlarge your market share in the future. Only growth in volume is not capable to
secure success, simple market share increasing through an M&A does not make your

company immediately to gain more competitiveness. It is well-known that the most
significant economics rule applied in shipping industry is Economics of Scale and thus
market share increase should be the target of shipbrokering company consolidation.
There is useful previous experience to be shared, that is, an investigation of market
due diligence to identify the areas of competitiveness will provide assistance to you
to make great gain with market share.
Gaining entry into new markets: Purchase that provides your company chance to
hold a broader and/or more responsive audience and gives you plenty of potential
buyers will make decision makers exciting. For example, previously one shipbrokering
company only concentrates on the tanker chartering market, after M&A, it is possible
for them to participant in dry bulk chartering market, which may increase this
company’s competitiveness. Each coin has two sizes, entering new markets for the
first time, however, may face with multiple risks. Purchasing another company that
already has presence in that market and understands the ropes can ease the process
of entering a new market, minimize your risks and make it possible to get profit
shortly as well.
Obtaining new products: Compared with production industry, for instance, steel
mill or medicine factory, shipbrokering firms have their unique feature, which is to
large extent, named as service supplier. But a new technology about better
communication with principals your company has learnt by buying a competitor,
which we can say as a kind of obtaining new product.
Technology innovation plays great important role in every industry that is capable to
shorten the time it takes to promote - and ultimately deliver - a product or service to
the customers, building up a concrete channel by innovation makes it easier to
communicate with clients.
Keeping pace with change: As change happens, enterprises are always forced to
adjust upgrade their services and polish their products and perspectives aiming to
remain competitive. At most time employees have to be retrained to create the
behavioral shift that must follow up the new strategic direction. Due to the business
operation feature of shipbrokering company, incentive for employees/brokers is
always deemed as key point to success or not. Hence, push of employees/brokers to
keep pace with change can act as power source to work better. Overall, strategic
consolidation is those made from a position of strength rather than from a position
of weakness.
As we want an M&A to succeed over the long term, more than one of the drivers
except above mentioned should be discussed. For example, transaction cost save,
and several networks establishment which is so important that we have to put some
words on it.

Underpin the networks: Obviously, global leading shipbrokers possess the
advantage of global presence, and their success, by and large, relies on their global
network. However, nobody has the ability to touch each corner of the world by
themselves only and thus the strategy of M&A provides the possibility for the same
target. As per scholar Mr. Hans-Jorachim Schramm, and combined with business
feature of shipbrokers, we can classify shipbrokers network establishment at three
level.

Gain or sustain
Strategic Network

comparativeadvantagevis-a`-v
istheircompetitorsoutsidethe
Network

Allocate resources properly on
Entrepreneurial Network

an international (as well as a
national) scale.

Think about economic action
Social Network

taking place within a network
of social relations

(Figure 3-2Network and its Function)

Indeed, there are many transactions that focus on one particular driver; the goal,
however, should be to maximize your M&A investment by striving whenever possible
to realize more than a single driver. However, each driver can complement other
drivers, but each is unique and must be fully explored before combining it with
others. (Tom East, 2012)

3.3 Case study of Clarkson and RS Platou, Braemar and ACM Shipping
As per information released by two companies, consolidation occurred between
Clarkson and RS Platou, and Braemar Seascope merged with ACM Shipping on 2014.

3.3.1 Background

Global economy Global economic growth forecasts of 3.6% for 2014 and 3.9% for
2015 imply a slight improvement on recent years. Rapid growth in industrialization
and urbanization in key emerging markets like China and India led to unexpectedly
strong shipping demand in the last decade. In the coming years, slower growth in
emerging and middle income economies will be partially offset by a return of growth
in energy production and industrial activity in the more mature economies of the
OECD. For instance, the revolution in North American oil and gas production has
increased long-term confidence and investment in shipping and offshore platforms.
The shipping market continues to suffer from overcapacity and it is estimated that on
average there is about 25% more shipping capacity than demand. This overcapacity
was created by over-enthusiastic ordering from 2004 to 2008 and again in 2013 and
2014 as shipowners attempt to build new, more efficient, cheaper vessels to replace
obsolete and inefficient older ships. Supply growth therefore continues to run ahead
of demand growth, although the latter remains positive (see below Chart).

(Figure 3-3 Major Seaborne Cargo Developments. Resources: Braemar Seascope, Annual report, 2014)

The result has been that charter rates have struggled to recover from historically low
levels, but that ship values have begun to increase, reflecting the increase in demand
for modern, efficient, tonnage.
All sectors of markets including tanker, dry bulk, container, despite lasting
overcapacity, have seen a signal of new investment to build new capacity. This is
driven by new technology intended to make the ships more efficient and more
eco-friendly. However, the greater efficiency of some new designs has yet to be

proven. The capacity of the shipping market is also affected by the speed at which a
ship sails as well. Over recent years, slow steaming has become more and more
common and it is estimated that there is capacity available in the fleet by returning
to normal speeds. While some experts feel optimistic that the market is on a
recovering trend, whereas this recovery will be not so strong for the foreseeable
future.
As an important emerging sector of shipping market, offshore energy market should
be discussed with some details. RS Platou and Braemar offer service of the offshore
energy market both by providing broking services over the specialized vessels
required and by providing skills and knowledge in engineering and surveying of the
complex and risky processes involved. As the search for oil and gas continues to grow
and pushes into ever more remote areas of the earth, so the demand for this kind of
services increases. It is expected that growth will continue for the foreseeable future.
Now coming to shipbroking companies, all these companies earn similar levels of
commission as a percentage of transaction values. When hire rates/freight rate and
asset prices move up or down, all shipbroking companies benefit or suffer to a
similar degree. A growing world fleet of merchant ships presents a growing market in
volume terms. However, cyclical freight markets and volatile asset prices complicate
the picture, forcing shipbroking companies to adjust their strategies to maintain
profitability and market position.
3.3.2 Target of shipbroking company consolidation

Improvement of productivity (transaction volumes and income per capita) is capable
to help shipbrokers maintain their market position most easily, which constitutes one
size of coin of shipbrokers target of development. The other size is to seek out
opportunities and methods to grow. Shipbrokers employ a number of tactics to
differentiate themselves from the competition as well. They emphasis certain
value-added characteristics and services, such as ancillary businesses like Technical
Services division, or market research and advisory services, such as Research
function, or quite simply by establishing greater experience and market knowledge in
the broking staff than their competitors can muster.
Braemar Seascope protects its leading position in the market by attracting and
retaining experienced and expert broking staff, by developing its Research function
and associated investments in Information Technology to deliver market knowledge
and intelligence to their clients more efficiently, and by owning a variety of
complementary ancillary businesses. Meanwhile, Clarkson thinks their acquisition
with RS Platou as a unique opportunity to create an unrivalled and integrated offer
across shipping and off-shore, broking and banking. Each of these key differentiators
is regularly under review and all are currently subject to investment in order to
develop further their competitive position.

3.3.3 Internal organization growth
3.3.3.1 Consolidation content

a) Acquisition with RS Platou
On 25 November 2014, Clarkson is delighted to announce the terms of a
transformational deal with RS Platou ASA (Platou), a leading international broker and
investment bank, focused on the offshore and shipping markets. The board firmly
believes this is a unique opportunity to combine two leading businesses, led by
proven and experienced management teams, to create a ‘best in class’ fully
integrated offer across shipping and offshore, broking and banking. The businesses
are highly complementary with little overlap and it is expected to generate significant
opportunities for organic revenue and margin growth, creating shareholder value
over the medium-term.
The transaction completed on 2 February 2015 and the enlarged group moves
forward with a strong balance sheet, ensuring Clarkson Platou is well placed to make
further investments across the business as they continue to expand and develop
their operations.
b) Merger with ACM Shipping
The first six months of 2014 was a period of significant change for Braemar. The
merger with ACM was successfully concluded in July and represented a step change
in the scale and global presence of the Group. The Shipbroking businesses have been
brought together across the board, the teams selected and the integration plans
largely implemented. The response of Braemar Shipbroking clients – the acid test –
has been outstanding. Braemar feels confident that through the merger she has
created a broader and stronger broking platform, trading as Braemar ACM
Shipbroking, which will deliver a measurable improvement in profitability in the
coming years.
ACM is widely recognized as one of the world’s leading integrated oil and dry bulk
transportation brokers. ACM has achieved market leadership in a number of key
areas: spot/period chartering, new buildings and demolition, sale and purchase,
derivatives brokerage.

3.3.3.2 Revenue growth/change, comparison of annual revenue
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(Figure 3-4 Clarkson Revenue Comparison 2013 and 2014)

2013 - Before merged with RS Platou
Revenue
Revenue Sterling Equivalent

US Dollar 310.0 M
British Pound 198.0 M

2014 - After merged with RS Platou
Revenue
Revenue Sterling Equivalent

US Dollar 391.7 M
British Pound 237.9 M

Growth percentage: Revenue +26% and Revenue Sterling Equivalent +20%.

b) Braemar Seascope
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(Figure 3-5 Braemar Seascope Revenue Comparison 2013 and 2014)

2013 Revenue

British Pound 139.7 Million

2014 Revenue

British Pound 125.5 Million

Chang percentage: Revenue (-10%)
It is noticed that, among 4 sections of Braemar business, shipbroking revenue
decreased 12%, although Technical service revenue increased 22%.
It's a good move. Increasingly, you have to have scale to compete globally with the
likes of Clarksons and this is bringing together two companies who have considerable
strengths. Together it should be a very powerful unit with a global presence," an Asia
based shipping industry insider said. Consolidation sometimes is absolutely the right
thing to do," ACM's Plumbe said. "I suspect there will be some further consolidation
within the ship broking industry - it is always the case, it evolves (Yahoo, 2014)

3.3.4 Market Share Increasing

As per Lloyd list top 10 shipbrokers,
Clarkson is ranked at No.1. As the world’s biggest shipbroker, Clarksons dominates all
shipping sectors. In the market peak of 2008, Shipbroking revenues exceeded $355.7

m. Clarksons, where Mr. Case is chief executive, leverages its unrivalled access to
major cargo and owner interests to build industry-leading intelligence in energy and
minerals commodities flows. Clarksons and its various divisions together are the
largest shareholders in the Baltic Exchange. Braemar Seascope was ranked as No.3,
provides expert market knowledge and professional skills and advice in the shipping
and offshore energy markets. They provide technical and physical advice and services
to the owners and users of vessels, insurers and major energy companies.
Meanwhile, RS Platou and ACM Shipping were ranked as No 5 and No 7. (Lloydlist,
2013)
After consolidation, leading position of Clarkson and Braemar is strengthened
greatly.

3.3.5 Upgrade of network

The acquisition of Clarkson and RS Platou create the world’s largest shipping and
offshore business. The businesses complement each other and will strengthen
the breadth of our offer, in particular in offshore and financial but also by extending
their geographic footprint. The enlarged group will have unparalleled knowledge and
global reach to continue working with an even more diverse client base to keep
commodities and goods moving around the world.

(Figure 3-6 Clarksons Enhanced Global Presence. Resources: Clarkson PLC, Annual Report, 2014)

Meanwhile, Clarkson PLC makes presence of new offices in Oslo and Houston
integrated within the Group and is in a position to capitalize on her global network.
The proposed merger with ACM, referred to in the Chairman’s statement, will
transform the scale and prospects of her business. It will enable her to build on the
core strengths of the Braemar business and to establish the Group as a leading player
in many of the shipping sectors within the core Shipbroking market.

(Figure 3-7 Braemar Seascope Enhanced global broking coverage. Resources: Braemar Seascope,
Annual Report, 2014)

3.3.6 People, enhancement of most valuable wealth of shipbrokers

Shipbrokers’ assets are their people, their client relationships, their information
systems and their brand ‘Clarkson’ and ‘Braemar’ is about expertise, trust, reliability,
respectability and ethical conduct.
The relationship with shipbrokers firms’ internal employees underpins their
operations. Having a workforce that is motivated, skilled, engaged and safe is key to
their success and ensures that all of their staff are empowered to realize their
potential.

Employees’ structure
A. Clarksons PLC
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(Figure 3-8 Clarksons Employee Comparison 2013 and 2014)

2013
Total Employee
Male
Female
Senior Management

1033
754
279 about 27%
155 about 15%

2014
Total Employee
Male
Female
Senior Management

1420 37%Increase compared with 2013
1037
383 about 27%
213 about 15%

B. Braemar Seascope
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(Figure 3-9 Braemar Seascope Employee Comparison 2013 and 2014)

2013
Total Employee
Male
Female
Senior Management
2014
Total Employee
Male
Female
Senior Management

920
662
258 about 28%
138 about 15%
936 1% Increase compared with 2013
673
262 about 28%
140 about 15%

Braemar: The Group continues its excellent safety performance. Braemar Howells
has achieved zero RIDDOR accidents and lost time injuries in the last six years and
has received no fewer than eleven consecutive British Safety Council Awards in
recognition of safety progress and performance, including a 5 STAR safety
assessment grading in 2013.

Braemar recognizes that staff in their Technical, Logistics and Environmental divisions
operates in higher risk environments and each of these divisions employs full time,
professional health and safety staff specialized in their respective areas of business.
Both Braemar Howells and Cory Brothers in the UK have accreditation to ISO BS
OHSAS 18001 occupational health and safety management standard and Cory
Brothers also has the ISO 14001 environmental standard.

Clarkson: “Our people are our business. Without enthusiastic and engaged
employees we simply could not do our job of delivering the highest quality service to
our clients”. Employees are expected to use good judgment and act in the best
interests of Clarksons and their clients at all times and each and every member of
‘Team Clarksons’ shares their common values and aspirations to conduct their
business in an ethical, honest and professional manner wherever they operate. The
company aims to create a working culture that is inclusive for all and to maintain high
standards and good employee relations. They believe that it is vital to look after their
staff by making sure that they have a safe place to work. High standards of health
and safety are maintained and designed to minimize the risk of injury and ill health of
all employees and any other parties involved in the conduct of their business
operations. Clarksons is an equal opportunities employer which depends on the
maintenance of its reputation and market lead by entrusting it to more than 1,400
highly motivated and outstanding employees around the world. They seek to appoint
the best candidate for each and every vacancy. All appointments within the group are
based on merit, and candidates are considered against fair and objective criteria.
They give full and fair consideration to all applications for employment and ensure
that any reasonable adjustments are made to their interviewing processes to
accommodate a person’s disabilities.

The group is committed to employment policies which follow best practice, and
deliver equal opportunities for all employees, irrespective of age, disability, gender
reassignment, marital or civil partner status, pregnancy or maternity, race, color,
nationality, ethnic or national origin, religion or belief, sex or sexual orientation.
Disabled employees are encouraged to tell us about their disability so that they can
support them as appropriate, whether they join them with a disability, or develop a
disability whilst employed by the group. Reasonable adjustments are made to job
content and work place to ensure that disabled employees are not placed at a
substantial disadvantage. Appropriate arrangements are also made for the continued
training, career development and promotion of disabled employees.

Clarksons has undergone significant growth over the last decade, which means that
many staff has, by definition, been employed for less than ten years. Nevertheless,
they are proud that 16% of Clarksons’ employees have been with the organization for
more than ten years as staff commitment to the company and its values ensures that
there is continuity of practice throughout the organization and a
sophisticatedunderstanding of how the Clarksons business model is maintained.
Participation in the company’s ShareSave scheme allows UK employees to participate
in the company’s share price performance, and offers the opportunity, on maturity of
the scheme, for employees to become shareholders in the company and share in its
continued growth and success.

Successful trainee program: Clarkson wants to be recognized as the place where
people are empowered to do their best work. Clarkson hires the brightest talents and
give them the tools to shine – including leading-edge IT systems and high quality
training and development as well as financial reward. Clarksons is committed to
investing in talent retention and staff development, ensuring that as they grow (both
organically and through acquisition) the right people are identified and developed.
Their training schemes remain unique in their industry, blending the collective skilled
counsel and guidance of their staff with the tutelage of external experts from all
areas of the shipping, trading and commodity markets. They have opened up their
Trainee Broker Scheme to include school and college graduators, believing that the
qualities of commitment, talent and passion they seek in a trainee requires a more
diverse approach to recruitment. Trainees can expect a fully-rounded education
where their talents are nurtured and developed into what they hope will enable
them to become the future leaders of our business. In addition, they offer a small
number of paid internships to students each year and through long-standing
relationships with schools and academies they are able to offer regular work
experience opportunities in their broking and research division.

3.3.7 Strategy reconstruction

Successful enterprises are always having their own development vision, for example,
Braemar’s vision is to build scale and enhance their service to clients by using their
comparative advantage which enables them to be the most valued provider of
knowledge and skill-based services to the shipping and offshore energy market on a
global basis. And strategy reconstruction underpins the possibility to make these
visions come true.
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(Figure 3-10 Strategy reconstruction)

3.3.8 Potential Risk by consolidation

As far as Clarkson is concerned, there is no doubt that, the acquisition with RS Platou
makes Clarkson much stronger than before at Off-shore broking and finance sector.
However, investors must pay more great attention with oil price as Off-shore
business is highly correlated with oil price. In fact, US shale gas technology breaks the
stability of global oil supply, which makes international oil market filled of uncertainty.
Following oil price table of 2016, Clarkson’s annual report of 2016 may include big
uncertainty.

(Figure 3-11 Bunker Price. Resource: Platts, 2016)

There is risk for Braemar as well. Great overlap happened to the merger between
Braemar and ACM Shipping. In real trading market, some former ACM shipbrokers
built up a company called Infinite Shipbrokers as competitors of Braemar which may
bring lot of potential problem for Braemar in future.

Chapter 4 CHINESE SHIPBROKER OPERATION STATUS AND CASE
STUDY
4.1Operation status of Chinese shipbrokers
It is generally admitted that Chinese shipbrokers are at the primary stage of
development, compared with Chinese seaborne trade volume and ship fleet size, For
instance, After the consolidation, china Cosco shipping corporate becomes the
biggest dry bulk shipowners all over the world. Chinese shipbroking industry has
great job to be done. Last few years ago, one important milestone issue for Chinese
shipbrokers occurred in shanghai, that is the establishment of The Shanghai
Shipbrokers Association, SSA. The member includes, Chinica Shipbrokers, Seamaster
Shipbrokers, Join Ocean, etc. SSA aims to provide assistance to the construction of
Chinese international shipping center through building of communication platform,
shipbrokers’ career discipline, and shipbrokers training system.
According to SSA research, only in shanghai, there are 100-150 international shipping
firms, which is similar with global shipping center London, whereas among these
firms, foreign companies occupies big proportion, likewise, Clarkson Shanghai,
Braemar Beijing, very less Chinese base firms, especially in shipbroking
field.Combined with relevant information and practice, we can herein summarize the
problems existing in Chinese shipbroking field.
4.1.1 Business decentralization

As above mentioned, smaller companies occupy the whole market, and it is difficult
to build up their brand to earn reputation and trust from clients. Meanwhile, due to
business decentralization, these companies are always facing the problem of
business overlap and unordered competition.
4.1.2 Monotonous business structure

At the section of 3.3, we did the case study of Clarkson and Braemar Seascope, and
we understand these two global leading shipbroking firms all operate with four
sectors, Clarkson has brokering, financial, support, and research. Braemar has
shipbrokering, technical, logistics, and environmental. Meanwhile, their shipbroking
sectors include dry bulk brokering, tanker broking, sale and purchase broking
together with off-shore brokering. However, Chinese shipbrokers are mostly focusing
one very small sector like dry bulk chartering or sale and purchase of tanker broking,
even is not capable to provide other differential services to clients. In other words,
such monotonous business structure is apart from the principal of risk control, which
makes them affected by market volatility sharply.

4.1.3 Lack of information/research system construction

Shipbrokers as intermediary role of shipping market should pay sufficient attention to
information and research system construction, because any decision making by
principals must be based on reasonable information analysis. The brokers failed to
provide constructive information may lead to loss of clients trust. In fact, previously,
some Chinese shipbrokers did some research work and intended to provide
information to bring clients attention. For example, Chinica market report and weekly
iron ore stock report, during that time, such report was with limited information,
which could still be deemed as part of reference of decision making for principals.
Unfortunately, such report was terminated by excuse of cost saving from this year.
Currently, we may see Seamaster’s weekly report as following

(Figure 4-1 Seamaster Weekly Report . Resource: Seamaster, 2016)

Compared with Clarkson report or other leading shipbrokers report, it is simple and
almost data copy from other sources. By studying of Clarkson case, Clarkson
Research Services are respected world widely as the most authoritative provider of
intelligence for global shipping, and is at the heart of everything they do.

4.1.4 Deficiency of internal training system

After investigation with most Chinese shipbrokers, we can conclude that none of
them design reasonable internal training system for their employees, although they
fully understand the point of ‘our people are our businesses. Talent development
programs work best if they blend external training with internal on-the-job training
to enhance effectiveness, provide key skills and help to move people through the
ranks of the organization. The secret to impactful training is a program that has been
developed based on experience and with the benefit of hindsight and lessons learnt
along the way.
‘Tell me and I will forget,
show me and I will remember,
involve me and I will understand’

4.1.5 Limited external education supply

In the aspect of industry development potential, china has comparative advantage
with other countries; the reason is human talent supply. Take shipping as an example,
there are two excellent professional maritime universities, Dalian Maritime
University and Shanghai Maritime University, which provide a great number of
potential talents to Chinese shipping industry. However, we find that this advantage
is far away with outstanding of shipbroking field. One of main reason is that these
two maritime universities mentioned do not have qualified shipbroking course.
Although SSA arranged external shipbroking certificate course supervised by British
Shipbrokers institution, such course is lasting very short period with limited
knowledge transmitted.
In line with international shipbroking rules and practice, English language plays
significant role which seems always as biggest obstacle for shipbroking education. All
experts involved in shipping field may have the duty to find suitable to overcome
such obstacle.
4.1.6 Lack of enterprise creditability system

Chinese shipbroking firms were knocked by their lack of creditability hardly, and they
are losing their clients trust that could not be recovered in a short run. All these small
brokers played the game by the feature of confidentiality with their clients, which
bring enormous distrust to clients.
Therefore, it is important for shipbroker to take information transparency seriously.
Transparency, as used in science, engineering, business, the humanities and in other
social contexts, implies openness, communication, and accountability. Transparency
is operating in such a way that it is easy for others to see what actions are performed.
It has been defined simply as "the perceived quality of intentionally shared
information from a sender". (Andrew K; Edword C, 2014) Transparency is practiced in
companies, organizations, administrations, and communities.(Transparency Initiative,
2015) It guides an organization's decisions and policies on the disclosure of
information to its employees and the public, or simply the intended recipient of the
information.
Especially, anti-corruption action is being spread in many fields of China, Chinese
shipping companies are involved as well. The legal case of Grand China Shipping Ltd
is referring to shipbrokers corruption. The boss of Bromar shipbroker and one of
Jardin Shipbrokers employees were arrested due to their behavior of commercial
bribe. Surely, the occurrence of such kind of corruption relative to shipbrokers bring
huge disastrous to shipbroking industry, because it makes clients loss of confidence
of Chinese shipbrokers. All principals prefer to use international brand firms as their
shipbrokers.
4.1.7 Indistinct supporting policy from government

We all know that each industry development are affected by Chinese policy,
shipbrokering field could not be an exception. Chinese government aims to build own
international shipping center and thus proclaim a series of policy to support shipping
industry. Within these policies, construction of ‘soft environment’ is mentioned.
However, as a very important factor of ‘soft environment’, shipbroking does not
receive efficient attention. Taxation is first issue to be discussed, Chinese based
shipbroking firms have apparent disadvantage with international ones, heave
taxation restricts Chinese shipbroking industry development. Furthermore,
shipbrokers entry system has yet been established legally, which limits the
development of local shipbroking industry.

4.2Case study of Chinica shipbrokers and Ocean Robin shipbrokers

4.2.1 Introduction of Chinica shipbrokers and Ocean Robin Shipbrokers

Chinica shipbrokers, Established in early 1999, experienced business expansion and
performance promotion and is now normally regarded in the shipping industry as
one of the leading shipbrokers in the far east, and a reputable and reliable shipbroker
in the world.
As one of members of BIMCO, it is possible for them to get an access to large
amounts of shipping information so as to monitor developments in relevant market
in a fast-changing maritime environment. Chinica provides shipbroking services to
owners and charterers alike. With commercial integrity, maritime expertise,
extensive local connections and global cargo and tonnage information, Chinica has
been in a position to offer quality services to customers old and new, at home and
abroad. As discussed in prior section, Chinicabased in Shanghai, is the only one
Chinesepanamax penal shipbrokers of Baltic Exchange.
Ocean Robin Shipbrokers, set up by two ladies, Ms. Shi and Ms. Wan, as one of the
biggest dry-bulk local chartering broker house in China, based in Beijing. Several
years ago, Ocean Robin split to two independent companies, Ocean Robin Holding
and Ocean Robin Shipping. Ocean Robin holding claimed that they have joint venture
with Lightship shipbrokers that is based in Denmark as one penal handy and
handymax shipbrokers of Baltic Exchange. However, there are no more details
regarding the relationship between Ocean Robin Holding and Lightship. Maybe
strategic partner should be suitable.

4.1.2 Why Chinica and Ocean Robin

Among the great number of small shipbroking firms in china, the business volume of
Chinica and Ocean Robin is comparatively extensive. During the market peak of
2004-2008, because of geographic and language advantage, these two companies
covered great proportion of Chinese principals business, likely, Cosco, China shipping,
North China Shipping, Transfield HK, and Glory Wealth. They even had the ability to
work as exclusive shipbrokers between these players.
Another important reason why we select Chinica and Ocean Robin is that, founders
of these two companies were trying to expand their business scope by joint venture,
or M&A, or internal modification of services differentiation. Take Chinica as example,
Chinica purchased MV Ocean Glory 1995 built panamax bulker, through which
Chinica intended to transfer as owners, even they seriously considered to bring
European company’s advantaged management to modify the Chinica. Similar thing
happened to ocean robin as well, they understood their business was monotonous
and approached to seek cooperation with Europeans, likely, Lightship A/S mentioned
previously.

4.2.3 Analysis of Chinica and Ocean Robin

4.2.3.1 Revenue

Same with case of Clarkson and Braemar, we intend to investigate Chinica and Ocean
Robin revenue to see their business volume firstly. However, because they are all
private companies and it is impossible to find Revenue.

4.2.3.2 Business structure

As we illustrated in section 3.5.1, the services these two companies could provide
were limited. Business structure as following:
Cape Chartering

Panamax Chartering

Dry Bulk

Chinica

Handy and Handymax Chartering

SNP

Owners

Cape Chartering

Ocean Robin

Dry Bulk

Panamax Chartering

Handy and Handymax Chartering

(Figure 4-2 Business Structure of Chinica and Ocean Robin)

4.2.3.3 Amount of employees

Because it’s impossible to seek these two companies accounting information, we are
going to investigate the amount of employees together with the change of employee,
which is capable to indicate operation status.

Chinica

Ocean Robin

Good time

10 Brokers

15 Brokers

Currently

4 Brokers

7 Brokers

(Figure 4-3 Employee of Chinica and Ocean Robin)

4.2.3.4 Employees retaining

We already discussed that people is most valuable wealth for any enterprises,
especially for shipbroking firms. ‘Our people are our business’ should be put at
priority position. In fact, most firms are obsessed with that problem of how to retain
valuable employees.
Clarkson aims to create a working culture that is inclusive for all and to maintain high
standards and good employee relations. They believe that it is vital to look after their
staff by making sure that they have a safe place to work. High standards of health
and safety are maintained and designed to minimize the risk of injury and ill health of
all employees and any other parties involved in the conduct of our business
operations.
Contrary to Clarkson’s successful employees welfare system, Chinese shipbroking
firms are still focusing on how to maximize profit to founder. Although founders
made compromise to invite their some valuable employees as shareholders, they still
ignored these employees’ requirement of other aspects. Therefore, it could be
concluded that the target of share spread within employees is still to maximize profit
only.
As per our investigation, the proportion of employees whose average length of
service more than 5 year is less than 50%, over ten years is less than 20%.
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Upon our above analysis, especially the case study of the consolidation of Clarkson
with RS Platou and Braemar with ACM Shipping, we can reach the result that
shipbroking firms’ consolidation can increase expected future profits either by
increasing expected revenues or by reducing expected costs. The value of
shipbrokering firms may be maximized by consolidation by following：


Economies of Scale (reductions of unit cost due to increased scale of operations)



Economies of Scope (reductions of unit cost due to synergies involved in providing
multiple services within the same group)



Upgrade of inefficient workforce with more efficient workforce or management
techniques



Risk Management due to geographic or services differentiation



Reduction of tax obligations



Underpinned bargaining power allowing firms to hire potential employees at
reasonable wages and package



Enabling new firm to become larger to gain access to capital markets or to
upgrade a credit rating for further development



Restructure of Global Network to enter new geographic or service markets at a
lower cost than that associated with de novo entry.



Increased volume allowing firms to better serve large principals



Increased service differentiation enabling firms to offer principals quickly for a
variety of different services



Increased services or geographic diversification expanding the pool of potential
principals



Increased market share easily attracting principals (presence or reputation effects)



Increased monopoly power allowing firms to raise prices at information or
research section



Increased volume allowing firms to underpin the riskiness of their portfolios

Above mentioned benefit of consolidation combined with Chinese shipbroking firms’
operation status, we are going to make suggestion from external and internal
aspects.

 Construction of external environment
As part of soft environment, shipbroking firms play significant role in the
construction of Chinese international shipping center and thus construction of
external environment for shipbroking industry should be paid great attention.
 It is necessary to unify and standardize Chineseshipbroking regulation and grant
shipbrokers legal position as soon as possible (Huzhengliang, 2013)
 Establishment of shipbrokers entry rule should be synchronized with the
regulation unification and standardization which may include capital
requirement, enterprise organization structure, and procedures and so on.
 As main supervision party, Chinese government should consider make relevant
encouragement policy as well, such as reduction of taxation requirement or
more items of tax deduction. (Wangjun, 2011)

 Construction of internal organization
As we illustrated in above section of 3.4, we know that small shipbroking companies
occupies Chinese shipbroking market, and contrary to global trend of consolidation,
even there’s a trend that these small companies may be split further. Hence, it is
necessary for Chinese shipbroking firms to adjust their strategy to follow that global
trend which may bring benefit to their further development as we studied the case
of Clarkson and Braemar consolidation.
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(Figure 5-1 Suggestion to Chinese Shipbrokers Development)

Recent years have witnessed some of the most turbulent shipping markets in history.
In challenging times, enterprises may be benefited from a flight to quality as clients
look to work with the most experienced, creative and knowledgeable intermediaries,
which should be greatly highlighted to Chinese shipbrokers as China still has large
room to develop in shipping field. As the catalysts of shipping market, Chinese
shipbrokers should study the enlightenment of international shipbroking
consolidation.
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